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Report synopsis
A technical architecture defines a plannedset ofcomputerfacilities
(the ☁technical infrastructure☂) that can provide the connectivity and
flexibility that information systemswill increasingly require. In
this report, we explain why a technical architecture is needed, how
to go aboutdefining one,how to justify the subsequent infrastructure
investments, and how to gain conformanceto ensure that everyone
complies with the architecture.
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Scope ofthe research and research team
The views and recommendations in this report are based on acombination ofresearch and the practical experience ofButler Coxconsultants in the field of technical architecture.
An extensive, year-long programmeof research was carried out,starting inAugust 1990. It wasinitiated by the document describingthe scope of the research that was sent to Foundation members,131 ofwhom responded. The replies highlighted systems directors☂main areas of concern on the topic of technical architecture. Thiswas followed by focus groupsin Germany, the Netherlands and theUnited Kingdom, wherethe issues ofmain concern were discussedat length. In addition, 33 interviews were carried out with companiesin Australia, Belgium, Canada, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. The interviewsemphasised the benefits to be obtainedfrom atechnical architectureand the problems ofgaining compliance with it. We also carriedout a literature search to review the concepts being developed byexperts, particularly in the United States.
Butler Cox☂s consultancy experience in national and multinationaltechnical-architecture assignments was reviewed, and this wasused to structure the approach to developing a technical architectureoutlined in Chapter 3.
The research was led by Declan Good, Butler Cox's specialist in ITstrategy, whose consultancy work has involved advising multi-nationals on the definition ofappropriate technical architectures.He wasassisted by Tony Manley, who has also workedin thisfield,and was co-author of Report 72, Managing MultivendorEnvironments. Expert guidance was provided by David Flint andMartin Langham, both of whom have extensive experience oftechnical-architecture design.
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systemsstrategy

Many business managers cannot understand why computer
systems in different parts of the organisation are unable to
communicate effectively. Why does it require so much effort to
consolidate information about products, sales, stocks and
customers? Whyis it so difficult to connect the organisation☂s
computer systemsdirectly to customers☂ and suppliers☂ computers?
Whyis it sometimes quicker and easier to rekey the information
produced by one computer system so that it can be used by another?
The answerto these and similar questions is usually that, in the
past, there has been no common framework that will enable
different computer systems to be interconnected and no set of
rules that are understood, agreed and adhered to across the
organisation to ensure that the applications will be built so that
they can work together.
Part of the solution lies in the design of the applications portfolio
andin the steps taken to ensureconsistent use of data across the
business. As important, however, is the need for a plannedset of
computerfacilities (the ☁technical infrastructure☂) that can provide
the connectivity andflexibility needed and that can adapt to the
evolving requirementsof the business.
A technical architectureis a plan for a technicalinfrastructure. The
architecture (sometimes knownasthe technical strategy) defines
the componentsofthe infrastructure, how they will work together,
where they are to be located, when and how they will be used, and
the procedures for making changesto the infrastructure once it has
beeninstalled. A technical architecture makesit possible to build
a coherent technical infrastructure that provides the connectivity
and flexibility from which substantial business benefits can be
derived. Figure 1.1, overleaf, indicates the range ofbusiness benefits
that can arise from defining a technical architecture.
The technical architecture is not concerned with the applications
systems themselves, but it does embrace the hardware on which
they will run and the systems software components such as
database managementsystems. In addition to technical rules and
standards, the architecture should include an overall plan, or
topology, of the main elementsofthe proposedinfrastructure and
a migration plan for its development. To be really valuable, the
architecture must be designed to anticipate the possible needs of
the business. It is not concerned just with today☂s requirements,
but asfar as possible, with safeguarding the future.
The technical architecture is therefore one of the main elements
of an organisation☂s overall systems strategy ♥ the other three
elements being theapplications strategy, the data architecture and
the definition of systems managementroles and systemsresources.



Chapter 1 Technical architecture is a major element of systemsstrategy

 Figure 1.1 A technical architecture provides significant businessbenefits

Accharterairline took steps to makeits technical architecture consistentwith itsbusiness objectives. Business benefits have been achieved because theresulting technical infrastructure hasfacilitated:
♥ Areductionin the cost of cross-functional processes.
♥ Speeding upofinformation flow across functional boundaries.

      A chemicals group☂s aim is to facilitate Operating units☂ use of IT by supplyingessential communications and standards. The technical architecture hasenabled theunits to achieve synergy by exchanging information.

  

  

 

The technicalarchitecture in a drinks companyhas enabledit to install commonsystems around the world. The main benefits are:♥ Economicprovision ofa full range of systems servicestoallsites.♥ Quick, cheap andeffective transmission of reports from remote sites.   
 

The applications strategy has,in the past, been derived mainlyfromthe known needsofthe business ♥ both the current needs and thosethat can currently be forecast. It has also taken account of boththe use of IT by competitors and knowledge of emerging tech-nologies. A growing number of organisations, however, will beadopting a process approach to managing the business and will beredesigning (or ☁re-engineering☂) their business processes. In suchorganisations, the applications strategy should be defined in thecontextofa thoroughreview oftechnical capabilities, organisationstructure and business objectives to achieve an effective balancebetweenall four. Achievingthis ☁strategic alignment☂ will be thesubject of a future Foundation report.
The technical architecture derives from the applications strategy ♥it must accommodate the knownandexpected businessneeds. Itmust also be designed so that it can accommodate emergingtechnologies and the installed base of technology (that is, theexisting infrastructure), to ensure that the mosteffective use ismadeofexisting investments.
The purpose and scope of a technical architecture are analogousto those ofa town plan. The town-planning concept introduces theidea of zones andofan overall topology (see Figure 1.2). The townplanner defines the purpose of the various zones of the town

 

The technical architecture mustaccommodate known and expectedbusiness needs, emerging tech-nologies and the existinginfrastructure
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Chapter 1 Technical architecture is a major element of systems strategy

 Figure 1.2 A technical architecture is analogousto a town plan
Shown below is the Stevenage town plan. Stevenage wasthefirst ☁new town☂ built for London overspill after World WarII, and the
plan showsthe topology and intended use of each zone. The overall design was driven by the ☁Neighbourhood Principle☂, devised
in the 1920s by an American architect, Clarence Parry. This principle applies the conceptof a natural catchmentarea of
community facilities such as schools and shops, which represents most people☂s primary senseofidentification. Information
technology technicalarchitectures are driven by analogousprinciples,articulated as the systems managementprinciples. (See
Chapter3.)
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Chapter 1 Technical architecture is a major element of systems strategy

(residential, employment, education, open space and so on) andspecifies the mix ofuse within these zones,thelimits ofthe zones,and eventherulesfor heritage buildings. The next step is to decideon the options for the major components of the physicalinfrastructure ♥ roads, hospitals, schools, shopping centres and soon.If the town is small enough,the plan can be kept very simple.Ifit is a city, the plan becomes complex andwill havean elaborateset of documents and proceduresassociated with it ♥ it may evenhave a permanentstaff dedicated to its upkeep.
A townplan, however, does not specify the buildings to be put up,northe builders to be employed, nor whya building is needed, norhow much it should cost. It does specify the standards, density,general appearance andheightlimits of the buildings. It followsthat a mechanism is needed (with appropriate powers) to monitorbuilding developments and apply sanctions where necessary toensure that the plan is adhered to, and to operate an appealsprocedure for exceptions. Plans for extending existing buildingsbeyond preset limits of size and location, for example, must besubmitted for review.
The town-planning analogy suggests that it should be possible todivide the technical infrastructure in some logical way accordingto the purposeof the applications. The major components of thetechnical infrastructure are the IT ☁platforms☂ upon which theorganisation☂s applications will be built and run. (An IT platformcomprises a combination of computer hardware and operatingsystem, andoptionally, other systems software; they range from amainframe running underthe control of a proprietary operatingsystem, teleprocessing monitor and database management systemto a PC (or compatible) running DOS,Windows3.0 and NetWare.)Theapplicationsthat will be built once the infrastructure has beeninstalled are analogous to the buildings in a town. As with a townplan, the technical architecture doesnot specify the applicationsthatwill be developed.
Perceiving a technical architecture as analogous to a town planhelps systems managers to understand the purpose and scope ofthe architecture. In particular, it emphasises the need to have avision of the future ♥ both in termsof technological developmentsand ofthe organisation☂s use of IT. It makes explicit the role ofarchitecture in facilitating the introduction of new technicalsolutions, as and when these becomeavailable.It also illustratesthe need for procedures that will ensure that the infrastructure,.and the applications built on it, are developed in line with thearchitecture.
The purpose ofthis reportis to provide Foundation members withguidance on how to set about defining a technical architecture, andgaining commitmentto it. In Chapter2, we describe thelimitationsof existing technical infrastructures and the needto upgrade themto conform with a well designed technical architecture.
In Chapter 3, we describe a process that can be usedto define andmaintain a technical architecture and someofthecritical technicalchoices that will have to be considered.
In thefinal chapter, we consider theissuesthat will arise once thearchitecture has been defined. These are concerned with justifyingthe consequent investments in infrastructure,gaining commitment

The technical infrastructureshould be divided accordingto the purposeoftheapplications
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to the architecture from the business and ensuring conformance
with it. Eventually, this means addressing a recurring question ♥
how can business managersbe persuadedto accept what seemsto
them to be a second-best solution that conforms with the agreed
architecture rather than betterlocal solution that might cost less
and deliver greater benefits or deliver them more quickly?



 

Chapter 2
The need for a technical architecture

Thedifficulties faced by many organisations today are caused bythe fact that their existing technicalinfrastructures cannot providethe connectivity and flexibility that are now required. The only wayto achieve the interconnectivity and flexibility that organisationswill increasingly be demandingoftheir systems is to build aninfrastructure that conforms with a defined architecture.

Existing technical infrastructures
are now inadequate
In thepast, an organisation☂s technicalinfrastructure has often beenbased on the products of one supplier, or a small number ofsuppliers.In effect, user organisations have adopted the proprietarytechnical architectures defined by suppliers. Until recently, trackinga supplier☂s technical strategy was a viable option for userorganisations. Today, however,it is increasingly recognised thatno one proprietary architecture can provide accessto the full rangeof software facilities and cost-effective hardware that is nowavailable. Moreover, the trend to open systemsis undermining thedominanceof proprietary architectures.
In defining a proprietary technical architecture, each supplier☂sobjective has beento establish a favourable market position relativeto his competitors☂, while building on his individual technicalstrengthsandtaking accountofthefull value ofthe installed base.Some suppliers (Digital for one) have been skilful (or lucky) enoughto make decisions that have stood them in good stead overgenerations of technology. Others (primarily IBM) have trad-itionally led from a position of market dominance. The remainderhave followed the market leaders or, as Apple has done, setcompletely new standards, and(sofar) lived to tell the tale.
User organisations, however, have very different objectives indefining a technical architecture. Their primary focus is on businessneeds, and technology remains the means to an end, rather thanan endinitself. Their technical architectures have to be designedto reconcile business needswiththerealities ofavailable technology,and to take account ofthe legacies of the past in the form ofinvestments in the existing technical infrastructure and appli-cations.
During the 1980s, the move to devolve responsibility for systemsto individual business units accelerated, and this has also madeitincreasingly difficult to standardise on one vendor☂s proprietaryarchitecture. In many organisations, there were few overall rulesfor making technical choices, and where there were, they were notenforced. The difficulty is compounded by the limited progress

No one supplier☂s proprietary
architecture can satisfy allrequirements

Foruser organisations, technicalarchitectures have to be designedto reconcile business needs withtechnology
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Chapter 2 The needfor a technical architecture

towards truly devolved systems responsibilities in many
organisations. In Report 81, Managing the Devolution of Systems
Responsibilities, we described the typical systems function today
as having reached thestage of ☁hierarchical devolution☂ ♥ where
some systems responsibilities are delegated from the centre, but
the central systems unit still regards itself as the controlling
influence over IT and is reluctant to give this up. The devolved
systemsunits react against this, but lacking a frameworkofrules,
tend to operate autonomously.
As a consequence,individual applications have been developed in
a piecemeal way, without an overall strategy defining how theywill
link together. Moreover, these ☁islands of automation☂ have often
been developedon different platforms. These platforms have been
chosen because they werethebestfor the job in hand, rather than
because they werea goodfit with an overall technical architecture.
A further effect of this is that staff who are familiar with the
computer systemsin one businessunit haveto be retrained when
they move to another.
Theresult is that, in many organisations, technical infrastructures
have developed in an unplanned way andare now obstacles to the
developmentof the systems required to support the business. In
particular, the lack of interoperability between systems and
applications within organisations has proved a major problem.
Departmental systems and personal computers from a variety of
vendors have been unable to communicate with one anotherorwith
☁corporate☂ systems,leadingtoinefficiencies and lost opportunities.
Data has been rekeyed into one system from a printout produced
by another, analyses have been based on incomplete or outdated
data, and the use of electronic mail has been inhibited. These
incompatibilities are also increasingly important between
organisations because, as we demonstrated in Reports 59 (Electronic
Data Interchange) and 77 (Electronic Marketplaces), access by
trading partners, and even competitors, is becoming more and more
importantin all industry sectors.

There is a growing requirementfor
connectivity and integration
In his recent book, Shaping the future: business design through
information technology, Peter Keen,director of the International
Center for Information Technology, writes about the extent to
which the cash flow of US companies is based on electronic
transactions. More than half the revenue of banks in most major
money centres now derives from ATM (automatic teller machine)
transactions, foreign exchange trading and electronic funds
transfers. He postulates that this will reach 90 per cent or more
by the end ofthe decade. He argues that technical infrastructure
is therefore offundamental importance to most major organisations
and he hasderived

a

setofpolicy-level requirements (summarised
in Figure 2.1, overleaf) that, taken together, could be used as an
agendafor defining a technical architecture.
The ability to integrate information from different areas of the
business, and to enablepeoplein different parts ofthe organisation
to work together using the sameinformation,is also of increasing
importance. In our research on competitive-edge applications, we
found that many such applications arose from new ways of using
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 Figure 2.1 Policy-level requirements define the agenda for creating atechnical architecture

1. Practicality: Our IT base will never block a practical and important businessinitiative.
2. Competitive lockout:If our competition uses IT as the base for an effectivebusinessinitiative, we will not automatically be locked outof countering orimitatingit. 5
3. Electronic alliances: Wewill match the competition in being able to makealliances, create value-addedpartnerships, or enter consortia inintercompanyorintra- and inter-industry electronic Operations such as pointof sale, electronic data interchange and customer/supplier linkages.
4. Re-organisation and acquisitions: \f we re-organise, make acquisitions ordivestments,or relocate operations, our core operations, information systems,communications and processingwill be able to adaptto the changesquicklyand simply.
5. Third-party intrusions: Nofirm in our industry, or third parties outside it, will beableto intrude on our areasof strength orinto the mainstream of ourmarketplace becausetheir IT base gives them advantagesthat can be turnedinto a competitive differentiator that we cannot match.
6. Vendor staying power: Wewill not be dependentonIT ☁brochureware☂ ♥Capabilities vendors claim but do not have ♥ nor on vendorswith doubtfulfinancial, technical, R&D or managerial resources and staying power. Wewillchooseonly vendors with the ability to move towards integration at the samepaceastherestofthe IT industry and to adapt proveninnovationstoits coreproducts, and vice versa.
7. Comparableinternational capability: The above requirements will beapplicablein an international context.
(Source: Keen, P GW. Shapingthefuture: business design through informationtechnology. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School Press, 1991.)   
 

information that wasalready stored in existing databases. In mostorganisations, there is an enormous amountofexisting computer-based information that could be used to advantage bythe business. A coherent technical architectureHowever, the opportunities are not realised, partly because few facilitates the re-use ofexistingpeople are aware of what is available and partly because of the

=

informationtechnical difficulties involved in assembling and integrating theinformation. A coherenttechnicalinfrastructure helps to solve boththese problems.
Robert Kaplan, now Arthur Lowes Dickenson Professor ofAccounting at the Harvard Business School, has argued that thedemandfor connectivity derives directly from the generalshift inthe late 1980s away from computer-focused managementto data-resource management(see Figure 2.2). He suggests that such a shiftrequires a greater degree of connectivity between applications(and their associated databases). In turn, this promotes a move totwo-tier (mainframes and minicomputers) and three-tier (main-frame, minicomputers and workstations) structures that distributethe processing and the data across the organisation.
Manyofwhat Kaplancalls☁traditional☂ usersare stuck onthefirstS-curve shownin Figure 2.2 and are unable to move to the second.Traditional users argue against making the shift to the secondS-curve because:
♥ Theysee little need for the new technologies involved withdistributed computing and open systems,andbelieve that theycan use their existing infrastructures to support any require-mentfor growth.
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Chapter 2 The needfor a technical architecture

 
Figure 2.2 The emphasis of IT management has to change

Exploitation of IT
for business benefit

First S-curve Second S-curve
 & Time
Emphasis on managementof computers:
♥ Centralised computing
♥ Proprietary applications
♥ Minimal connectivity
♥ Push by technologists

Emphasis on managementof data resources:
♥ Distributed computing♥ Standardisation (open systems)
♥ High connectivity♥ Pull from users

(Adapted from: Kaplan, R. Trading in tired technology. Datamation,vol. 36,  no. 16, 15 August 1990, p.88-91.)
 

♥ They are underpressureto contain or reduce costs, and moving
to a new infrastructure could not bejustified.

♥ They have suffered in the past from theresults ofbeing ☁locked
in☂ to one architecture and are not aboutto try again.

The difficulty for the traditionalists is that the tide is running
against them. Much of the requirement for management
information cuts across the old functional divisionsofthe business
and the systems that support them. For example, factory pro-
duction-control systems and financial systems for the overall
business have traditionally been developed separately by the
manufacturing and financial departments.It is difficult, if not
impossible, to integrate theseifsenior management wants to know
thefull picture or wantsto introduce techniqueslike ☁activity-based
costing☂. In a similar vein, end-to-end management (or ☁total
logistics☂) of purchasing, production, stocks and warehouses,
distribution and customerorder processing requires much greater
levels of connectivity between theapplications. Increasing interest
in business process redesign has made the need for such con-
nectivity even greater.

Connectivity and interoperability are not restricted to the
organisation☂s own computer systems; they also extend to those of
its trading partners. Peter Keen has provided a framework for
discussing connectivity and interoperability in terms of concepts
hecalls ☁reach☂ and ☁range☂(see Figure 2.3, overleaf). Although he
doesnot use these wordsin their ordinary sense,his usage is widely
accepted in this context and weshall use it here.
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 Figure 2.3 Keen☂s ☁range☂ and ☁reach☂ concepts address the question ofinteroperability

 
 

Reach (to whomcan we connect?) ;Integration path tofully ☁open☂ systemsAnyone, :anywhere A
¢ Which base today gives most reach and range?eastoners: * Which baseallowsfast, efficient access to either?Supp lers. ¢ Whichbaseallowslargest additional extensionsregardless of of either?

facility base ¢ Which base best preservesexisting investmentsbut allows them to be brought together and jointlySeeae enhancedin reach and range?
samefacilitybase

Intracompany,locationsabroad

internal
locations

>Standard Accessto Independent

♥

Cooperativemessages stored data

_

transactions transactions
Range(what services can we share?)

(Source: Keen, P G W. Shaping the future: business design through information   technology. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School Press, 1991.)
 

Reach refers to the locations and organisations with which systemscan,or needto, interwork. Ina manufacturing context, for example,☁reach☂ might be restricted to internal departments like manu-facturing sites and sales and head-office administration, or itmight extendas far as customers, suppliers, distributors, agentsand transport contractors(all external to the organisation).
Range describes the nature of the interaction that is available orneeded. The degrees of range typically include unstructuredmessages, structured messages, accessto stored data, independenttransactions and cooperative transactions. In a manufacturingsituation, at one extreme, these might take the form of low-range,informal, unstructured messages(☁cannot make today☂s meeting☂,or ☁no model XYZin stock until Friday☂). Such messages might bedelivered by telex or facsimile, which can provide a very longreach. At the other extreme, payments might be automaticallyinitiated upon receipt of goods. This would require a high degreeof integration and cooperation between the supplier☂s and thebuyer☂s systems ♥ in Peter Keen☂s terms,☁intermediate reach,highrange☂.
It can be seen from this description that the issues of integrationand connectivity are central to Keen☂s concepts. Decisions aboutthe required reach and range, both within an organisation and toother organisations, are essentially business decisions, althoughbusiness managers will require guidance from the systems
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Chapter 2 The needfor a technical architecture

department aboutfeasibility, costs and implications. In general,
however,the reach and range ofsystems demandedby the business
are growing. Thedifficulty is that, in many organisations, the
existing technical infrastructure is not appropriate for extending
the reach and rangeof systems.
Awell designed technical architecture can contribute to overcoming
this difficulty becauseit will result in an infrastructure that allows
different systems within the organisation to interconnect both
with each other and with those of its customers and suppliers. The
need to do this becomes morepressing as businesses move towards
process working, which manyseeas the key to competitiveness in
the 1990s. Without a clearly defined technical architecture, it will
be difficult to integrate information from different functional
systems ♥ a prerequisite for process working.
However, it is important to recognise that, while a technical
architecture is a necessary condition for enabling information to
be integrated across the organisation,it is not, byitself, sufficient.
Rulesto govern the way in which data items such as customercodes
are created and maintainedwill also be required to safeguard future
integration paths. To ensure maximum benefit from a coherent
technical infrastructure,it will therefore be necessary:
♥ To identify those data elements that are needed now or that

maybe neededin thefuture to provide thelinksfor integration.
♥ To persuadethe organisation to agree to standardsfor coding

them.
♥ To design and implementa corporate data model.
♥ To provide adequate data validation and database quality

checks.
♥ To develop and impose standards for data interchange within

the organisation.
♥ To negotiate, agree on and implement standards for data

interchange with third parties.

Thereis a growing needforflexibility
Not only will a well designed technical architecture provide
integration and connectivity, butit will also providetheflexibility
to respond quickly to developments in technology and to changing
businesssituations and opportunities.

Flexibility to support new technologies
Systems managersare confronted with a constant stream of new
developments from the IT industry. Manyof these are of limited
significance and are short-lived. Some, however, are of great
importance, and the technical architecture must take account of
the more important trends in the industry, anticipating how they
might be used to meet the organisation☂s needs. To provide the
requiredflexibility, a technical architecture must be able to support
new and innovative products, both hardware and software, that
may becomeavailable after the architectureis established and the
resulting infrastructure has been putin place.

11



Chapter 2 The needfor a technical architecture

In the past, it has often been possible to apply new technologies,
such as computer-aided design or document-imageprocessing, in
areas that madelittle or no useofexisting computer systems. This
will be increasingly difficult in future as workstation penetration
grows and as integration between existing and new technologies
becomescritical. A technical architecture should therefore include
someflexibility, especially in the choice of workstation (the focus
for most innovative IT developments today) and the range of
softwarethatcan be supported.In Report 80, Workstation Networks,we also emphasised the growing importance of client-server
systems. Client-server systems can providegreaterflexibility andhigher total performance, greater functionality and better price/performance than centralised systems in manycases, as well asallowing existing workstations to be integrated into corporatesystems.
The technical architecture should also be defined to take accountofthe general move towardsopen systems. For many organisations,this will mean a move towards Unix, althoughthere arestill greatuncertainties about the suitability of Unix for commercialapplications with large databases and large numbersofconcurrentusers.
Other organisationswill prefer to obtain the benefits of opennessby adopting ☁universal☂ software products that sit above theoperating systems level and are independent of hardware. Suchproducts have been developed by software vendors like Oracle,Ingres, SAS Software and ComputerAssociates. The SAS productshave been rewritten in C and the sameversion will be availablefor IBM mainframes,for Digital☂s VMS environment,andfor Unixhardware from Sun, Bull, Hewlett-Packard and Data General.Computer Associates has introduced the CA90s architecture toenable its software packages to be used across a range ofhardware,operating systems, networks and graphical user interfaces.
Flexibility to support changingbusiness requirements
Thetechnical architecture must also be flexible enoughto cope withchanging business requirements. Oneofthe unforeseen effects ofthe introduction ofcomputer systems during thepast 30 years hasbeen to makeit moredifficult to introduce organisational change.The automationofclerical procedures has madeit costly anddifficult to change them;in effect, the organisation has been ☁setin electronic concrete☂. The definition of a technical architectureisa starting pointfor resolving these problems. The architecture willprovide

a

basisfor the establishmentof a technical infrastructurethat will facilitate future business flexibility.
A coherent technical architecture could, for example, enhance theorganisation☂s ability to acquire new businessesorsell off existingones. A technical architecture that cannot easily be expanded maymeanthat the systemsofan acquired business cannot be integratedwith those of its parent. Similarly, the ability to sell off a businessunit can be hinderedif its systems are not easily separable.
A technical architecture should therefore take accountofshort-termand long-term businessobjectives, leadingto an infrastructure thatsupports current and foreseen applications, andthat is economical,manageable androbust. In particular, the infrastructure and the

12
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Chapter 2 The needfor a technical architecture

architecture on which it is based should beflexible. It should
provide wide connectivity for internal systems andfor the systems
of trading partners(butit should also be secure). It should enable
machines, applications and users to be relocated. Ideally, the
componentsofthe infrastructure should be available from several
suppliers. This is hard to achieve because, often, the most
appropriate technology is proprietary,is available only from small
companies, or is hard to manage. The architecture should also
enable new technologies to be incorporated in the infrastructure
or to makeuseof the infrastructure as they becomeavailable.
The architecture therefore needs to be definedso that the technical
infrastructureis, as far as possible, decoupled both from business
changes and from technology developments. As Figure 2.4
illustrates, this can be achieved by defining the architecture in a
modular way andby adopting standardsfor the interconnection of
the modules.

The architecture enables the infra-
structureto be decoupledfrom

business changes andtech-
nology developments

 

Figure 2.4 A flexible architecture should be defined in a modular way,
with clearly defined standards

 

Business
change

Technology
developments   

 

 

Modularity and standards are
critical concepts for defining

 

an architecture
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Defining thearchitecture in a
modular way
decouples theinfrastructure from

Adopting standards
helps to decouple theinfrastructure fromtechnology
developmentsie abusiness changes   

   

  Technicalinfrastructure
   
 

Modularity providesthe flexibility needed to respond to changing
user requirements. If the architecture can be defined as a set of
distinct parts, rather than as a monolithic structure, changes may
be restricted to one or a few parts. The architecture could be
partitioned by business function, but this would make radical
business redesign difficult. However, current trends in technology
make it more and more possible to consider the technical
components, such as workstations, generic applications and
networks, separately, and webelieve thatthisis a better approach.
Architectural modules will communicate through appropriate
standards. Carefully defined standards reinforce the independence
of the modules andprovide future-proofing. Standards, however,
evolve rapidly in areas where technology is advancing quickly, and
care is needed to ensure that changes in standards do not
undermine the basic objective of creating a flexible technical
architecture. Nevertheless, modularity and standards arecritical
concepts for defining an architecture. Our suggested method for
defining a technical architecture is set out in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Defining a technical architecture

The primary purpose of a technical architecture is to provide
a framework for selecting the IT platforms upon which the
organisation☂s applicationswill be built and run. Today, no singleplatform can, either practically or economically, support everyapplication in a large organisation. A technical architecturetherefore needs to include several types of platform. The☁architect☂ ♥ if, indeed, there is such an individual ♥ must decideon the numberof different platforms, the numberof times that aparticular platform will be implemented as separate machines, andthe location of those machines. Too few platforms may mean thatvaluable applications cannot be implemented; too many may resultin excessive integration and support costs. Similarly, too many ortoo few machinesin the wronglocations can inhibit flexibility andincreasecosts.
An additional difficulty is that the ☁architect☂ can only guess wherethe needsofthe businesswill take it in technology terms, and howtechnology itselfwill develop. This meansthat the architecture mustbe wide in scope andorientedto the long term, but be specific enoughto provide practical guidelines for day-to-dayuse. Inevitably, thismeans that the process of designing a technical architecture isconcerned with making trade-offs and applying managementjudgementabout the impactofthe risks and trendsthat affect thetechnical choices.
In this chapter, we describe an approachto defining a technicalarchitecture that takes account of these issues. The approach isoneof successive refinement, from generalised functional require-ments for broad categoriesof users, throughclasses of IT support,platform requirements and systems scenarios, to the particulargroupingof IT platforms thatwill form the architecture. Finally,a migration planis developedto upgrade the existing infrastructureso that it conforms with the new architecture.
The approach, which is summarised in Figure 3.1, starts with thesystems managementprinciples ♥ the corporate-level policiesgoverningtheuseofIT. It then worksfrom the users☂ needsfor ITsupport, expressed in general functional termsfor a small numberof distinct user categories,to identify the classes ofIT support thatare required. The nextstage is to specify the requirements of theIT platform for each class of support. The existing infrastructureis then reviewed both to determine if anyof it can be used to meetthe IT platform requirements and to identify any elements thathave to be carried forward to the new infrastructure. Otherplatformsthat could satisfy individual platform requirements arealso identified, and possible combinations ofIT platforms(includingany from the existing infrastructure) that provideall the classesof support are grouped as system scenarios. Each scenario is
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Figure 3.1 A nine-stage processcan beused to define a technical

architecture
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Develop a
migration plan

  

  

  

Review theie architecture     

These are the
corporate-level policies
that govern theorganisation☂s use of IT

A small numberof broadcategories areidentified

Functional requirementsfor each user category
are grouped into classes
of IT support

The platform requirementsfor
each support class are specifiedin terms of functional andoperational characteristics

Componentsof the existinginfrastructure that can satisfy the
platform requirements are
identified

Possible combinationsof ITplatforms (including any
from the existinginfrastructure) are defined

The scenarios arecompared to determine
which is the mostappropriate

The schedule forupgrading theinfrastructureis
created

The architectureis reviewedin thelight of businessand technologychanges  15



Chapter 3. Defining a technical architecture

comparedwith theothers to choosethe one that is most appropriate
to form the basis of the architecture.
This approach is not the only way to develop a technical archi-
tecture. This particular breakdown has been developed from
successful technical-architecture assignmentscarried out by Butler
Cox consultants, and inevitably, it contains some simplifications.
For the sake of clarity, we present it as a series of nine stages,
although in practice, it is usually necessary to go back over stages
or even over the whole process. However, without a clear idea ofthe stages involved, it will be impossible to control the iterations.Individual circumstances may mean that some stages can beshortened considerably because each organisation starts from adifferent installed infrastructure and applications portfolio. Someof the stages may even be omitted ♥ in the Appendix, we describehow one organisation used mostofthe stages to defineits technical
architecture.

Establish the systems management
principles
The first stage in the definition of a technical architecture is toensurethat the☁architects☂ are awareofthe currentcorporate-levelpolicies and assumptions about the use of IT. Wecall these the☁systems managementprinciples☂. In manyorganisations, there isno precise statementof these principles so the first step must beto establish what theyare.
Each organisation will have a uniqueset of systems managementprinciples, reflecting its business objectives. However, they arefrequently based on outdated assumptions and will need to bereviewedin the light of current business priorities. The systemsmanagement principles could include:
♥ The main objective of IT investments ♥ to contain costs, toachieve competitive advantage, to renew the applicationsportfolio, or whatever.
♥ The degree of devolution of responsibility for informationsystems, and the respective roles of systems and businessmanagers. (Report 81, Managing the Devolution of SystemsResponsibilities, provides a framework for deciding on the mostappropriate degree of devolution.)
♥ Thespecific technologies that are considered to be crucial forbusiness success, such as database management, image pro-cessing or satellite communications, and the extent of anystrategic partnerships with critical suppliers.
♥ The extent to which comprehensive and integrated access toinformation is to be provided.
♥ The approachto connectivity and integration ♥ in particular,the role of workstations in providing access to a variety ofsystems and databases.
♥ The approachto applications development. This might dictatethe use of packages wherever possible or the complete
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Chapter 3 Defining a technical architecture

replacementofexisting applications in one major development
project. Alternatively,a ☁fast track☂ development method might
be recommendedto meet urgent business needs.

The systems managementprinciples are the ☁givens☂ that are the
starting point for the definition of the technical architecture. The
principles used by one organisation arelisted in Figure3.2.
 
Figure 3.2 Thorn EMI Rentals has a set of systems management principles

Develop software so that, if necessary,it can be runin a distributed
environment.

♥ Keepsoftware applications independentof the locations and hardware.
♥ Select systemsthatwill support all sizes of group organisation ♥ small,
medium andlarge.

♥ Thetechnical architecture will provide the foundationfor future requirements
such asdistributed databases,office automation and end-user data access.

♥ The core of each application will be the same in each country.
~ The technicalarchitecture can include somelevelofriskif this is offset by

future benefits in areasofflexibility and future-proofing.
♥ Rapid application-developmentfacilities will be provided, butnot at the

expense of quality and standards.
♥ Theinformation systemswill be owned by the national businesses.
♥ Above all, keep the architecture as simple as possible.  
 

Identify categories of users
The actual and potential users of information systems should be
categorised according to the characteristics of their work ♥
determined mainly bytheirroles in the organisation. The categories
of users might be defined in terms oflocation, for example,or in
terms of businessactivity. Examples of the former would be ☁head
office staff, ☁retail premises staff and☁field sales staff. The latter
might include ☁business management☂ and ☁customerservice☂. Users
in each category arelikely to have similar overall requirementsfor
IT support, andtheir needs can therefore be met by similar systems.
Often,it will be possible to categorise usersin several different ways.
It is therefore worth spending a considerable amountof time
identifying the most satisfactory set of user categories and even
returning to this stage after products and standards have been
selected and as the level of understanding of the requirements
grows.
Althoughthis stage will be concerned mainly with categorising the
organisation☂s ownstaff, the staffand systems ofother organisations
should be includedif they are likely to access the organisation☂s
systems. Between five and nine user categories is the optimum
number for most organisations. Identifying a small number of
broad categories means that organisations will be able achieve
infrastructural economiesof scale, while providing systems that
match the needs of individual users. Figure 3.3, overleaf, shows
how asecurity-alarm companycategorisedits users underjust three
broad headings ♥ mobilestaff, office-based staffand those connected
to its alarm network.
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Figure 3.3 A security companyidentified three categories of users

Office-based users:
♥ Emphasis on transaction processing
♥ High integration requirements
♥ Legacy systems to be accommodated

Mobile users:
♥ Command-and-control requirements
♥ Mostinformation updatable daily
♥ Low integration requirements 

Network-based users:
♥ Realtime response required
~ Telemetry network requirements dominant♥ High security requirements

      
Identify classes of IT support
The aim of this stage is not to identify specific applicationrequirements. Rather,it is to identify the classes ofIT support thatare required. The wayto dothisis to identify the general IT-supportrequirements for each ofthe categories of users and then to grouptheseinto classes of support.

Establishing the IT-support requirementsfor each user category
Webelieve thatit is important to identify IT-support requirementsby categories of users, rather than by applications, for two mainreasons:

Because the support requirements of user categories remainrelatively stable over time, an architecture based on theseattributes will be relatively independentof.day-to-day changesin the organisation andtherefore more robust.
♥  Itisincreasingly important to provide IT support to help peopledo their jobs better, rather than to change the way they workin orderto fit in with computer applications.
The IT-support requirements for each user category should bedescribed in functional terms, rather than in termsof specificapplications ♥ for example, access to the divisional sales database, functional terms
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Chapter 3 Defining a technical architecture

use of the messaging system, use of the engineers☂ scheduling
system andso on. The levels of responsiveness andserviceability,
the kind of user interface and the degree of service integration
required should also be described. Figure 3.4 shows how the IT-
support requirements for each user category might be documented.
 

    

 

   
     

Figure 3.4 The ITsupport requirements for each user category should be
specified in functional terms

Functional requirements
        

  
is    

 

     

   

    
    
    

   

 
User ect Levelof Levelof
lSefelay requirement Requirement security serviceability

e Aid to calculating High High   engineers quotations

Moderate  
Grouping the support requirements into classes
The functional support requirementsfor each user category are then
grouped into IT-supportclasses, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. These
classes describe the needfor online transaction-processing support,
batch-processing support, office-systems support, personal-
productivity support, application-development support and so on.
Some organisations will also have more specialised support
requirements, such as computer-aided design, image processing or
support for the company☂s dealers. An oil company, for example,
 

Figure 3.5 Functional support requirements should be groupedinto
classes of IT support

IT-support class Functional requirement

Online transaction processing Order entry
Checking of manufacturing schedules

 

Office systems Messaging
Word processing
Business graphics
Aid to calculating quotations  
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identified the need for four classes of IT support: industrial
automation,online transaction processing, professional automation
(including IT supportfor business and computerprofessionals) and
office automation.
It is not possible to give definitive rules for deciding how to group
functional requirementsinto classes ofIT support, but the following
characteristics should be considered: database size, need to store
and processtext, structured data or multimedia information, the
balance between processing and data management, specialprocessing requirements, and the levels of serviceability and
security.

Specify the IT platform requirements
for each class of support
The next stage is to specify the IT platform requirements for eachclass of support. To achieve this requires creative technicalexpertise, because those specifying the platform requirementsneed to understand the inherent nature of each class (onlinetransaction processing, for example) and the wayitis evolving. Theplatform requirements should be specified in termsof functionalcharacteristics and operational characteristics:
♥ Functional characteristics for online transaction-processingsupport, for example, might include requirements for data-management functions supporting SQL, for transaction-managementfacilities and for an SNA interface. For decisionsupport, the functional characteristics might includerequirementsfor accessto structured data and for easy-to-usedata-manipulation tools.
♥ Operational characteristics will include sizing informationabout peak and average transaction rates, disc accesses pertransaction, database size, numberofusers and soforth.Iftheplatform is likely to be replicated at several sites, the sizinginformation should bespecified as a range,since this will havea bearing ontheplatforms that can be considered to meet theserequirements (someplatformscan be scaled up or down moreeasily than others). In addition, operational-performancecharacteristics for each class of support should be specified intermsof levels of security, reliability, availability, responsetimes andsoforth.
Often, the platform requirements for a class of support can besatisfied eitherby a centralised or a decentralised platform. High-serviceability online transaction-processing services with moderate-sized databases, for example, could be supported by a singlemainframe, a small numberofminicomputers or a larger numberof local area network servers♥ orall of these. In determining themost appropriate type of platform,webelieve it is useful to focuson the ☁natural scope☂ of key data stores. Doing this will help toidentify whether a particular class of support requires severaldatabases (one for each country, for example) or

a

single ☁global☂database. In turn,this will determine the sizing information foreach platform, and the machines that comprise it. In addition,databasesare less easy to disperse than processing facilities, andin manycases,their locations and the scope of their use determine
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Chapter 38 Defining a technical architecture

how manyprocessingfacilities are needed and where they should
be located.
Often, the functional support requirementsfor a particular category
of user are to access data stores, either databases or documents,
whose locations are determined by components of the existing
infrastructure that cannot easily be changed. Commoncasesinclude
access via a central mainframeto operational databases and access
to documents stored on existing local file servers. In other cases,
it is helpful to determine the organisational or geographical scope
of the information ♥ that is, the part of the organisation or
geographical territory to which the information relates. When
viewedin this way,thereis often one type of IT platform that is a
naturalfit with each databaseor type of database. Thus:
♥ For information that relates to the whole organisation

(corporate accounts are an example), central mainframesare
usually the obvious choice.

♥ For decision-support databases, a central database machine
may well be suitable.

♥ Forinformation that relates specifically to the businessofone
department, minicomputersinstalled in that department are
often appropriate.

♥ Forlocal information that relates to one workgroup,local-area-
network-based database servers located with the workgroup
may well be appropriate.

This does not necessarily mean that information shouldbe stored
on the most ☁obvious☂ type of IT platform. Remote-access require-
ments and economiesofscale may make a morecentralised solution
appropriate, for example, or performance considerations and
network costs may dictate a more distributed solution. However,
considering the natural scope of data stores provides a useful
starting point for determining the most appropriate type of
platform.
Italimprese Finanziaria SpA (an Italian multinational group)
determinedits IT platform requirementsby considering the natural
scopeofits databases.(This was doneaspart of a downsizing project
aimed at giving more autonomyto the companies in the group and
at distributing applications and databasesin line with the systems
managementprinciples.) As a consequence,it has decided that most
applications and databaseswill run on decentralised minicomputers
(IBM AS400s were the chosenplatform). No central database will
be implemented exceptfor a financial and cost-control system.
Oncethe IT platform requirementsforall classes of support have
been specified, it is necessary to consider the ☁stakes in the
ground☂ ♥ those componentsofthe existing infrastructure that can
either be used to meet someof the platform requirementsor that
cannot be changed,at least in the medium term.

Review the existing infrastructure
The purpose of reviewing the existing infrastructure is to assess
its suitability for meeting the IT platform requirementsidentified
in the previous stage. In many cases, the need to define a technical
architecture will have been prompted by the perception that the
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existing infrastructure is inadequate. The review will determine
whether the organisation should persevere with its current
infrastructure, andif not, will identify the nature andsize of the
barriers that have to be overcome in migrating to a new
architecture.
In our experience, existing applications (sometimes known as
legacy systems) are the mostcritical constraint on the development
of a new technical architecture. Major applications can havea life
cycle of up to 20 years, which meansthat applications developed
to conform with the new architecture will often need to interface
with existing systems.
The reviewers should consider each of the IT-support classes
identified earlier, and for each ofthe platforms currently used toprovide that class of support, ask questions underthe followingheadings:
♥ Is the existing platform satisfactory?
♥ Doesthe platform provide an adequatebasis for the future?
♥ How dependentarethe organisation☂s systems on the platform?
Figure 3.6 gives examplesofthe specific questions that needto beasked.
 

Figure 3.6 Eachof the existing platforms should be reviewed to assessitssuitability

Whatare the currentlevels of satisfaction with:
♥ Support from the platform supplier?
♥ Serviceability of the platform?
♥ Security levels?
♥ Usability of the applications running on the platform?
♥ Ongoing support costs? :

 

To whatextentis the organisation ☁lockedin☂to the platform? For example:
♥ Howlargeis the investment in systemsthat cannot readily be transferred toanother platform?
♥ Do the applications use platform-specific report writers, screen painters andso on?
♥ Whatproportion ofthe applications codeis specific to the platform?

Do the applications use proprietary applications programminginterfaces?     

  

Is the platform tied into a proprietary standard withlimited supplier investment?
 

Define possible systems scenarios
Thenext stageis to define the possible combinationsofIT platforms(the systems scenarios) that will meet the platform requirements
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identified earlier and take account of existing infrastructure
investments. Systemsstaffare often temptedto start withthis stage
because it enables them to consider the technically interesting
questions associated with choosingsuppliers,selecting products and
setting standards.In ourview,this is a grave mistake. Unless the
earlier stages described above have been gonethrough,thereis no
guarantee that the chosen platforms will be able to support the
requiredclasses of service. It will also be easier to gain commitment
to the new architecture because business managersanduserswill
have been involvedin the early stages of definingit.
Again, this stage requires considerable technical expertise, because
ofthe complex relationships betweentheIT platform requirements
and theplatforms(expressedas specific combinations ofhardware
and systems software) that can meet those requirements. There
will, for example, be many platforms that can meet the
requirementsforoneclass ofsupport (online transaction processing
could be provided on an MVSplatform, on a Vax platform, on a
Tandem platform or on a variety of other platforms). It may also
bepossible for one platform to provide several classes of support ♥
as with a minicomputerthat is used to provide office systems and
batch processing.It might also be necessary to provide a single class
of support by two or more platforms ♥ where different types of
transaction processingare providedon separateplatforms(financial
systemson one platform, and manufacturing systems on another,
for example). Other supportclasses, such as computer-aideddesign
and electronic point-of-sale systems (EPOS) may also require
separate platforms.
In addition, some partsof the existing infrastructure will have to
be carried forward into the new architecture. The planners should
therefore consider whether each class of support can be provided
by oneofthe existing platforms.Ifit can,it will usually be preferable
to retain the existing platform rather than introduce a new one
(unless the benefits of a new platform areparticularly great).

Because ofthese complications,it is usually impractical to proceed
in a phased, deductive manner to identify the optimum set of
platformsthat will meet all the platform requirements. Instead,
several possible systems scenarios should be created, any one of
which could meet all the requirements. Different scenarios will be
based on different combinations of products, and can be used to
test the feasibility of the solutions and to estimate the costs
involved.
Ideally, betweenthree and six scenarios should be defined. Fewer
than threeis unlikely to represent the rangeof possible solutions,
and morethansix islikely to confuse those who haveto decide which
platforms are to be included in the architecture. Limiting the
numberof scenarios to about six also keeps the amount of work
required to a manageable level. Increasing the numberabovesix
is likely to result in scenarios that are only slightly different from
those already underconsideration.
Thepossible scenarioswill often be suggested by the location and
use ofthe data stores. However,each scenario should bedistinctive,
and together, they should coverthe range oftechnical options. Thus,
in mostcases, the scenarios should include both minicomputer and
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client-server optionsfor local processing, and both centralised and
distributed options for major applications.
Each scenario should be described in terms both ofthe number and
distribution ofthe machinesandofthe data stores and the software
environments supported. IT support commonto each scenario may
either be omitted or described in a generic way.If, for instance, a
PC word processing package is needed but there are no special
requirements,all scenarios mightdescribe this class of support as
☜WP package (for example, Microsoft Word)☝. The feasibility of
migrating to each scenario should also be considered at this stage.
Thethree possible systemsscenarios identified by one organisationare shown in Figure 3.7. The figure also shows that someof theclasses of IT support will be satisfied by existing ☁stakes in theground☂.

 Figure 3.7 The possible systems scenarios represent the principal options forIT platforms

  

Scenarios

 

           

      
 

IT-support class i é s é CVax scenario Unix scenario PC LANscenarioBatch database Bull Bull Bull
High-volumetransaction talesprocessing Bull Bull Bull in the

ground☂
Telemetry MicroVax MicroVax MicroVax+ private network + private network + private network   

     

 

EDIand external messaging=e ♥   
 

Choose the best scenario
Once the possible systems scenarios have been identified, theyshould be compared to decide which should form the basis of thetechnical architecture. As well as being assessed on its ability toprovide the required classes of support, each scenario should beevaluated against the identified requirements for availability,security, responsetimesandtransaction volumes(both average andpeak). Its ability to survive disasters should also be evaluated. Therequirements of applications developers and system operators, aswell as users, should be included in the evaluation.It will also benecessary to consider how integrationacrosstheplatformsis to beachieved.
The main evaluation criteria will be relative cost, functionality The main evaluationcriteria areprovided beyondthat required to meet the essential requirements,

_

relative cost, functionality andriskand the degree of risk involved. Care must be taken to ensureconsistency in evaluating the scenarios accordingto thesecriteria.
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If, for instance, the additional cost of providing duplicatedfiles has
been included,the additional serviceability thus obtained, not that
of the basic configuration, should be taken into account elsewhere
in the assessment. Checklists of the factors to include in the
evaluations are shownin Figure 3.8.
 Figure 3.8 Systems scenarios should be evaluatedonrelative cost,

functionality and risk

Assessing costs
Include everything, even if only approximately.
Be ☁roughly right☂ ratherthan ☁precisely wrong☂.
Ignore small cost differences ♥ the timeframes involved introduce too many
uncertainties for the costs to be precise.
Includealllife-cycle costs, including acquisition and ongoing support and
upgrades.
Cost categories includestaff, hardware and software procurement, network
installation and operations, systemsinstallation and testing, usertraining and
support, and physicalfacilities (buildings, air conditioning, cooling and so on)

☜as . a       

 

 
Assessingrisk
Is there a comparableIT infrastructure elsewhere that combines this particular
set of platforms?
If not, does the organisation understand therisks involvedin taking on an
untried combination of platforms andisit willing to make the trade-offs
involved?
What happensif the supplier does not meet the promised delivery dates for
further releasesof the platform with essential features needed for (say)
compatibility with existing platforms?
is there a possibility that the supplierwill discontinue support for the chosen
platform during the plannedlifetime of the architecture?
Is there a developmentpath for the chosen platforms?
Are the platforms capable of coping with future business changes?
Will the supplier be able to scale up the platform to meet future expansion
requirements?
Whatif the standard underpinningtheplatformfails to achieve widespread
acceptancein the future and support becomes difficult and expensiveto obtain
(for example, OS/2)?  
 

No scenario will be ideal; it will be

|

No scenario will be bestin all these aspects so it will be necessary
necessary to make trade-offs to maketrade-offs between the scenarios. Conventional comparative

methods based on scores and weightings may, of course, be used,
but wefind these to be more helpful in clarifying the issues than
in making the decision. Any trade-offs are, inevitably, a matter of
managerial judgementandit is better to aim to makethis explicit
thanto attempt to construct an evaluation schemethat avoids the
need for such judgement. Such attempts invariablyfail.
It can be helpful to refer back to the systems management principles
at this stage. For example, one organisation with a large number
of retail outlets applied its systems management principles in
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selecting the architecture for new systems,but as Figure 3.9 shows.
it was not able to comply with them all. 2

 

Figure 3.9. The systems managementprinciples can be used to guide the
choice of technical architecture

A groupof UK leisure companies(part of a multinational group of companies)
commissioned a studyof their complete applications portfolio, whichin turn led
to the developmentof a technicalarchitecture. The group includeshotel and
restaurant chains,leisure clubs, and retail outlets for wines and spirits. In total,
there are more than 2,000locations.
The systems managementprinciples determined mostof the choices, but the
group agonised over whether to choose open orproprietary standards (open
standards are the accepteddirection forall the companiesin the multinationalorganisation) before settling on proprietary standards for pragmatic reasons.The main systems managementprinciples in the technicalarchitecture and theoutcome are summarised below.

Systems managementprinciples Outcome
Businessactivities will be controlled The accepted solution wasa two-layer
locally. e architecture, with electronic point-of-

Sale (EPOS) applicationsat the retailoutlets and a mainframeatthe centre. _
The local EPOS systemsare
supplemented by PCnetworks, where
appropriate, for improvedlocal
managementcontrol. Portable PCs are
usedfor mobile staff (field sales, order
takers and so on). ♥ oe

 

Systemswill provide corporate
managementwith a meansof assess-
ing the performanceoftheretail
business.
Systemswill provide central control of
marketing and property management.  

This solution provides corporate
managementwith the necessary
information and control, and local
managementwith control ofbusiness  transactions.   

A certain levelofrisk is acceptable in
the development of the new _
applications butthe levelofrisk in theinfrastructure will be minimised.

An established supplier architecture
wasselected, with several reference
sites of a similar scale.

In comparingthe scenarios, the numberof different platforms ineach scenario, and ultimately in the architecture, should also beconsidered. Thisis often both

a

politically sensitive and a genuinelydifficult task.
Minimising the numberofplatforms in the architecture willtypically have thefollowing advantages:
♥ Lowerpurchasingcosts, arising from volumediscounts.
♥ Lowertrainingcosts for both users and systemsstaff.
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Lowersupportcosts becausespecialist skills are spread over a
larger numberof systems andusers.
Lower developmentcosts for those applications that have to be
provided on all platforms.
Easier integration between applications, and greater flexibility.

Of course, the disadvantage of reducing the numberof platforms
must be set against these advantages: some applications will
inevitably be providedonless suitable platforms, leading to lower
benefits, higher costs, or both.
In practice, the optimum numberofplatforms will be determined
by going overthe possible choices several times, looking for overlaps
in the platform requirements,or in the scenarios, that will make
it possible to reduce the numberofplatforms. For some organis-
ations, consideration of the numberofplatforms is bound up with
the number of data centres they wish to operate. Many have
recently consolidated several small mainframe data centres into
fewerlarge ones. In doing so, they have achieved economiesofscale
in hardware costs and software licences, and have been able to
reduce the numberofoperationsstaff.
Once the systems department has chosen the most appropriate
systemsscenarios,it is then time to start planning how to migrate
to an infrastructure that conforms with the chosen architecture.

Develop a migration plan
The technical architecture comprises a set of standardsand poli-
cies ♥ the actual benefits to the business come from its practical
realisation as a workinginfrastructure. This meansthatit will be
necessary to develop an implementation schedule, with com-
mitments from all those responsible, to ensure that the migration

The migration schedule includes to the new infrastructure happens sooner rather than later. The
thefacilities required to build

_

schedule will include the facilities (such as wide-area network
the infrastructure gateways, EDI services and CASE tools) needed to build the

infrastructure, plus training, conversion work and organisational
changes.The installation plan,with the main development phases
mappedout, will include the following elements:
♥ The main hardware, software and telecommunications

componentsto beinstalled.
_♥ The dates whenthe new platforms and networkswill be in place.

_♥ The staff numbers andskills required to develop,test, install
and maintain the technical infrastructure.

♥ Anyorganisational changes required in the systems function.

♥ The contribution required from external suppliers ofmaterials
and services.

♥ The systems and userstaff to be dedicated to training and
support before, during and after implementation of the infra-
structure.

An outline of such a plan, based on a public utility☂s migration
schedule,is shown overleaf, in Figure 3.10.
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Chapter 3 Defining a technical architecture

 
Figure 3.10 The installation plan showshowanorganisation will migrateto its new technical infrastructure
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Review the architecture at regular intervals
The process of defining a technical architecture set out in thischapteris essentially a planning process.It is unrealistic, however,to view this planning process as

a

rational, analytical, once-offactivity that results in a definitive ☁blueprint☂ for the technicalinfrastructure. While a blueprint maybe a useful device for sellingthe ideaofthe architecture to business managers,it can,at best,present only an approximate view of the future situation andshould notbe viewed asa definitive goal. Translating the blueprintinto a technical infrastructure requires assumptions to be madeabout the future shape of the business and about futuredevelopments in technology.Inevitably, some ofthese assumptionswill be wrong.
The technical architecture should therefore be reviewed at regularintervals (usually annually) in the light of changesin technology,standards, markets, regulation, international relations and otherfactors beyond the organisation☂s control. The review should also ☁The reviewshould take account oftake account of any changes in management's objectives for the changes in management☂sorganisation and in the systems managementprinciples. The objectives and the systemsgeneral shape of the technical architecture should not change management principlesradically as a result of these regular reviews. After all, the wholepurposeof a technical architecture is to provide the flexibility tocope with such changes. A radical rethink of the architectureshouldnot be necessary for several years.
In this chapter, we have set out an approach to defining andreviewing a technical architecture andto creating a migration planfor translating it into a technical infrastructure. To achieve this,it will be necessary to justify the investment requiredto create theinfrastructure and to set up procedures to ensure that theinfrastructure continues to conform with the architecture.
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Thebenefits of infrastructure
investments stem from
applications, not the
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two extremes when considering
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conformance

Byitself, a technical architecture is nothing more than a set of
documents containing rules, standards and plans. It becomes
valuableonly ifit is adopted and investments are madeinbuilding
a technical infrastructure. The two biggest obstacles to achieving
the benefits of a technical architecture are justifying consequent
investmentsin infrastructure and ensuringthat the architectural
rules are adheredto.

Justifying infrastructure investment
requires business judgement
In most large organisations, an increasing proportion of the
investmentin IT is being spent on the technical infrastructure.
Justifying this investment often creates a major problem, for two
main reasons.First, the value ofinfrastructure investmentderives
from its role in facilitating the development and successful operation
of subsequent applications. The benefits of the investment stem
from theseapplications, rather than from the infrastructureitself,
and while the size of the investment may be estimated with
accuracy, the value of the application benefits may be very
speculative. Second,the infrastructureis rarely limited to a single
departmentor to one manager☂s area ofresponsibility. The ultimate
benefits ofthe infrastructure investmentaccrue to the organisation
as a whole, andarenotalwaysreadily visible as improvementsin
the short-term performanceofindividual businessunits. Managers
maytherefore findit difficult to take an organisation-wide view of
the value of the infrastructure, and so may bereluctant to sponsor
the investment.

As we said in Report 75, Getting Value from Information Tech-
nology, corporate management must make ajudgement on whether
the expected benefits of the proposed infrastructure justify the
investment. Admittedly, this is often difficult, but so is justifying
expenditure on an advertising campaign,or on research, or on a
new warehouse.

We believe that managers should avoid two extremes when
considering IT infrastructure-investment proposals. One is to
accept the proposalwithout question, because technical experts say
that the investmentis essential. Clearly, this is an abdication of
managerial responsibility. The other extremeis to insist that the
whole cost of the infrastructure must be loaded onto the first☝
application, since this will frequently destroy the case for that
application. It will also open the door for unjustified applications
designedto take advantageof☁free☂ use of the infrastructure.

 



Chapter 4 Justifying the investment and ensuring conformance

Theright approach is to make a managementjudgement based on
the knowncostofdevelopingthe infrastructure, compared with an
estimate of the likely benefits ofthe applications portfolio that the
infrastructureis requiredto support. Ideally, these benefits should
be expressedin financial terms. At the very least, they should be
quantified. Ifthe investmentis required to improve the performance
of the existing infrastructure, rather than to support new appli-
cations, the judgement should be based on the strategic or
operationalvalue ofthe business benefits that will arise from that
improvement.
In preparing the formal businesscase for investing in the technicalinfrastructure, the emphasis should therefore be on the futurecapabilities that the new infrastructure will provide. Similardifficulties exist in justifying factory-automation investments inthe automobile industry. Writing in the January 1991 edition ofCommunicationsofthe ACM,Eric K Clemons(Associate Professorof Decision Sciences and ofManagementat the Wharton School ofthe University of Pennsylvania)says, ☜The problemsofevaluatinginvestmentsin factory automationareillustrative [ofthe problemsof evaluating IT investments]. This should not be viewed as newtechnology for making today☂s automobiles, but rather as newtechnology for making tomorrow☂s automobiles. This requiresassumptions about [the future directions of the business].☝
He suggests that similar arguments should be deployed in makingthe businesscase for investing in a technical infrastructure thatconformswiththe technical architecture. While there will be long-term benefits, such an infrastructure usually costs more in the shortto medium term than one planned in an ad hoc way, becauseitrequires thatindividual investmentsin the infrastructure be madein thelight of a long-term vision and that their impact on otherparts ofthe infrastructure be recognised. The technical architecturemayalso require ☁enabling☂ investmentsto be made, with no directpayback. These might include interim solutions to link systemstogether (for example, wide-area network gateways or EDI services)or developmentprocessors and specialised CASEtools.
Figure 4.1 suggests the factors that should be considered whenpreparing the formal business case for investing in IT infra-structure.

Various techniques can be used
to ensure conformance
The process of defining a technical architecture must not onlyproduce a plan for a technical infrastructure. It must also buildcommitment to the architecture among the systems and businessmanagers whowill subsequently have to abide by it. Without thiscommitment,it will be impossible to ensure that the infrastructureis constructed and maintainedso that it conforms with the archi-tecture. The key to gaining this commitmentis to involve users atall stages in the definition and implementationofthe architecture.
Involving users
The benefits of a new technical architecture will be obtained onlywhen the infrastructureis in place, together with applications that
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Justifying the investment and ensuring conformance

 Figure 4.1 Considering these factors when preparing the business case
will make IT infrastructure investment proposals compare
favourably with otherIT-related investments

Uncertainty and risk
♥ Compare the infrastructure proposals with the consequencesof doing

nothing.
♥ Comparethe options notjust on cost and practicability, but also on thelevel

of risk involved.
♥ Considerthe risks under the headingsoffinancial (Can weaffordit?),

technical (Can it be done?), project (Can the organisation do it?), functionality
(Will it work in our environment? Is the environment changing too quickly?),
and pragmatism (Will the external environment ♥ users, Customers, owners,
regulatory bodies ♥ acceptthe result?).

  

☁Finance
~ Review the responsibilities for bude
- Considerstart-up fundingor central fundi

  

Tangible benefits
♥ Setout a series of business-related questions based on the expected

benefits of building a technicalinfrastructure that conformswith the
architecture (for example, improvedflexibility, globalisation, open systems
conformance). Include questionsrelating to the types of rewardsthat the
businesswill receive from the expected benefits of the infrastructure. For
example,will the marketplace reward greaterflexibility with increased market
share?

♥ Identify the technical benefits arising from a technicalarchitecture. These
include reduced technical complexity, increased technicalflexibility,
improved communications betweensites, the ability to operate common, or
even global, systems, easier interoperability, and the ability to incorporate
new technologies.  
 

exploit its strengths. This requires active cooperation from many
systems staff and user managers. The architecture should not,
therefore,be devised by systemsstaffworkingin isolation and then
imposed on a reluctant user community. Instead, users and user
managers should be involved at several stages in the process of
defining the architecture. By involvingall the interested parties,
it will be possible to create shared understandings and gain general
support for the architecture. User managers should be involved in
the requirements-definition stage so that they can confirm the
business objectives and critical IT-support requirements. They
should also be involved in testing the acceptability of products,
particularly workstations and presentation software.
A German manufacturer of household products, for example,
adopted a consensus-oriented approach to the definition of its
technical architecture, focusing on the need for change. The
requirements for moving towards a coordinated technical
architecture across Europe were prepared and agreed in

a

series
of workshops. User managersparticipated in the workshops,thus
ensuring that full account was taken of their business needs, and
that a consensusofthe priorities was arrived at. The need for the
new architecture was therefore seen to be directly linked to
supporting the businessneeds,and the ground waslaid for ensuring
future compliance.
In manyorganisations, however, the development of a consensus
is impededby vested interests and entrenchedpositions. In these
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situations,it is often valuable to involve an independent consultancy
that can provide briefings on industry trends, and information about
products and architectures, and that can help to structure the
debate and presentcritical information.
A cross-section ofusers shouldbe involvedin anytesting of products,
particularly for those related to workstations and presentation
software. Figure 4.2 explains how this approach was adopted by a
public utility whose systems department has a reputation for
paying great attentionto its usersatall levels. It has experienced
few problems in gaining compliance with the new technical
architecture, which is focused on two main technologies ♥
information presentation and networking.
 

 
Figure 4.2 Byinvolvingits users in producttesting, a public utility has

The business aim was to move awayfrom functional demarcationat district
level, and to enable one staff memberto respondeffectively to customers☂calls
regardless of the function (engineering, sales, service and so on) involved.
Thus,data relating to all functions had to be transparently available at the
workstation, with operations simple and fast enoughto be used while also using
the telephone. The systems departmentinvolved the usersin the districts in the
designof the user-interface systemsat workstation level. This was an essential
factor in gaining acceptanceof the changeto the new architecture.It became
clear in debating the results with users that there were two areasofrisk in
pursuing this as a long-term technical strategy:

Having decided upon a PC-based workstation policyfor all its end users, thisutility followed these stepsto involveits users in the implementation:

experienced few difficulties in gaining conformancetoits
technical architecture

Although VT 200-style terminals (the standard dumbterminalfor the Vax)
would be suitable for a Vax-based approach,they would be inappropriate fora Digital open environment. How inappropriate would depend on the speedof migration to Unix.
User satisfaction with a central-processor-based system waslikely to be
limited ♥ potential issues concerned responsetimes, the possible user
benefits from using PC software with its increased facilities, and the
disadvantages of a mixed PC/dumb-terminal environment.

A user survey provided an understanding of current usage of technology andexpectations of the system.
An education programme wasputin place to explain to users what would beprovided and on whattimescale.
The existing base of hardware and software was establishedin detail and the
new requirements spelled out.
Software requirements and test plans (to demonstrate the integrity of eachinstallation) were drawnup.
Central administration procedures wereset up for hardware and software (forexample, maintenance,filing conventions, security and so on).
Once the system was delivered, tested andinstalled to standards, a trainingProgrammewassetup.   

Duringour research, we identified a variety of othermethods usedby different organisations to gain conformanceto their technicalarchitectures. We give some examples below.
Establishing a high-level review body
Some organisations have established a high-level body thatmonitors IT strategic plans and capital expenditure, so thatindependent developments that threaten the integrity of the
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2view bodyis par-
sriant in a

technical architecturewill cometo light at an early stage. One UK
local-government authority, for example, successfully uses this
method to maintain control of its technical architecture in an
environment where much of the responsibility for systemsis
devolved to the 13 departments:
♥ There is a corporate IT steering group that has declared the

mission and objectives.
♥ Each department has its own systems function, and the

departmental IT managerdevelops theIT strategy.
♥ This strategy cannot be implemented untilit has been approved

by the corporate IT steering group.
♥ The corporate IT steering group meets four times a year, and

is chaired by the deputy county treasurer. High-level managers
from all 13 departments are involved, and the corporate IT
manager(the county computerofficer) is adviser to the group.
Thegroupis primarily a steering committee, but it has strong
influence over investments in IT, as the capital-programme
working group requires it to comment on, and endorse, the
capital plans and budgets for IT before approving them.

Therole for a high-level review bodyis particularly important in
a devolved systems organisation. In Report 81, Managing the
Devolution ofSystems Responsibilities, we spelt out the need for a
group coordinating committee that agrees to and mandates
groupwide IT policies. These policies include compatibility
requirements, which define the requirements for the technical
architecture required to ensure that the organisation does not
disintegrate into incompatible ☁islands of automation☂.

Providing senior managementwith IT education
Some Foundation membershaveestablished senior management
education programmeswith the aim ofcommunicating the rationale
for conforming withthe technical architecture and the needfor the
business to make changes to comply with it. One of the US sub-
sidiaries of a major European chemicals manufacturer,for example,
paid considerable attention to senior management education when
its systems department decided to rationalise under one archi-
tecture the disparate computer systemsinherited from a series of
acquisitions. The project team considered it essential that top
management thoroughly understood the need for a corporate
technical architecture. Team members set about explaining to
senior managers the implications of the changes proposed,so that
the team could count on high-level support if it encountered
resistance from the businesses. They also needed to convince top
managementthat there wereserious implications for the business
if the status quo were maintained. Much time and effort was
therefore spent communicating the rationale for change to the
executive vice-president and the chief executive officer, and a
programme of seminars for senior managers was introduced to
explain the business case.
This approach has also been very advantageous in an Italian
manufacturerofautomation products. This company is moving from
a centralised mainframe architecture (plus some standalone
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minicomputers) to an integrated distributed architecture. All users
will be directly affected by this change, which will give them access
to morefacilities and move data and applications nearer to them.
The companyhaslong takenspecial care to provide IT training to
its users, and as a result, the user populationis particularly well
informed. Because of this, no problems are being experienced in
obtaining user approval for the change to the new architecture.

Demonstrating support for business objectives
Another way of encouraging conformance to the technical
architecture is to ensure that the architecture is seen by users to
be designeddirectly to support business objectives that have been
agreed at a high level andpublished within the company. These
objectives frequently require a major changein a businessprocess,
or in a major commonapplication,for which the particular technical
architecture is a prerequisite.
A chemical company wespoketo is currently developing global
systemsfor its total order chain andfor global product codes. Such
systems obviously require a unified technical architecture. The
companyachieves compliancewiththe architecture as a by-product
of implementing major corporate projects that are sponsored by
business managementin corporate headquarters. Line managers
in the various European companies are informed of a central
decision to implement a major global project, and are therefore
receptive to exhortations from local systems staff to install the
required hardware and softwarein conformancewith the technical
architecture.
For example, a current project will enable product, customer and
other codes to be issued from a single source and distributed to
various systems aroundthe world. With such an application in the
pipeline, line managers appreciate the need to comply with the
architecture. If they do not comply, they will not be able to operate
their businesses.

Providing support for cooperative working
User demand for conformity with the technical architecture can
sometimes be stimulated by promoting the concepts of cooperative
working and the advantages of exchanging text, graphics and
spreadsheets.
A pharmaceutical company,for example, has foundthis to be a more
effective approach than direct mandating of standards by the
systems department. This company was finding it difficult to
standardiseits office automation products throughout its European
offices. The central systems department had been exerting pressure
for conformity by refusing to support non-standard products, but
this had beenonly partially successful. Now,the businessis starting
to press for conformity because users are changing their ways of
working towards cooperative methods that involve the exchange
of text, graphics, spreadsheets and financial models. To achieve
compliance, systems staff are explaining how the technical
architecture can enable the exchangesto take place, and changes
in workingpractices are being introduced that require cooperation
between users and henceraise their awareness of a need for a
unified technical infrastructure.
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Anticipating users☂ needs
Another effective way of gaining conformance to the technical
architecture is to anticipate users☂ movesto install non-standard
hardwareor software, and haveviable alternatives that comply with
the architecture readyto offer. This approachis strongly advocated
by a UKlocal-governmentauthority, which maintainsits technical
research and product-selection activities at a high level in the
organisation. This ensures that, if a departmental initiative is
rejected, an alternative product conforming with the architecture
is immediately available.
An internationalairline has a similar philosophy, and takes pride
in anticipating new requirements before the users have formulated
them. As an example,this airline wasoneofthe first organisations
to standardise on the use ofFOCUSfor accessing central databases.

Demonstrating the applications-delivery advantages
Business managerswill be much more disposed to comply with the
technical architecture if it is presented to them in terms that
clearly demonstrate that it will enable critical applications to be
delivered within the desired timescales, at reasonable cost and with
low risk. In a UK charterairline, for example, this was the main
factor that ensured compliance. The systems director had no
difficulty ☁selling☂ the need for the technical architectureto his fellow
directors, because they were all struggling with information
problems in and across their divisions, and understood that a
unified architecture was a necessary element in improving the
situation.
However, the new architecture would not only enable improved
informationto be available, with its not-always-tangible benefits,
but would reduceclerical costs in the divisions. This would be
achieved by eliminating the effort, and hence the headcount,
currently involved in re-organising data for input to technically
incompatible systems. Reduced headcountis a powerful argument
in a companyoperatingin a highly competitive or resource-limited
environment.

Limiting the support provided
Offering responsive, high-quality support toall authorised products,
and no support to products outside the technical architecture
(unless there is no viable authorised alternative) can be an effec-
tive way of gaining conformance with the architecture. One of
Australia☂s major retail banks believes that this approach will
persuade users to migrate from their well established systems to
ones that conform with the new architecture.It has introduced OS/2
LAN Manageras the standard on which the new branch-automation
systemswill be based. However, there are many current users on
the previous standard (Novell NetWare) and, in due course, they
will have to convert. Until they do, access to mainframe datawill
be made progressively more difficult and more expensive. The
systems departmentis expecting to overcome resistance by offering
users consistent levels of support and high-quality training,
documentation and assistance. The dangerofthis typeofpolicy is
thatusers will seek support for non-standard products from outside
the organisation ♥ thus increasingtheirisolation.
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Approving purchases
Anothereffective way of ensuring compliance with the technical
architecture is to establish mandatory approval by the systems
departmentfor all purchasesof IT products, including equipment
and software packages, and ensure that the best discounts are
obtained. For example, an Australian oil companycurrently has a
distributed processing architecture, but is planning to change toa
client-server structure accessing central databases.In either case,
the systems departmentcarries out all purchasing centrally,
recovering the charges from users. This central buying poweris
used to ensure that products conform to the standards. The systems
director's dramatic comment ♥ ☜If users play around, they are
zapped☝ ♥ may proveto be more than mere words:he is currently
contemplating cutting off 150 users where a network bridge has
been installed without approval.
In our experience, such autocratic authority is unusual and does
not often succeed. It is usually moreeffective to ensure that users
understand the reasonsfor corporate standards and their overall
benefits, and to sugarthepill for users by using corporate buying
powerto negotiate attractive discounts on hardware andsoftware.

Publicising corporate data
The benefits of a technical architecture can be promoted by
publicising the availability of corporate data, and the advantagesof being able to access it via standard software. This has been a
critical factor for a major chemical company in achieving compliancewith its technical architecture. The systems departmentexplainsto users that the hardware, software and applications will enablethem to benefit from the sharingofresources. The new architecturewill enable them to access data and to share applications. This isimportant for this company, because the regional groups needaccess to the global cross-functional-processes databases. Thecompany☂slevel ofintegration andcross-functional working requirescompatible systems.

Providing responsive developmentservices
In someorganisations, conformancewith thetechnical architecturecan be encouraged by emphasising that it will be able to supportcentralised systems development and maintenance,in either oneor several centresofexcellence, and forbid local development(apartfrom end-user computing). This policy has been adopted by anItalian conglomerate, which is introducing a new technicalarchitecture to support downsizing.It foresees a major problem inpersuading users to adhere to standards, and in avoidingautonomous development of new applications. The systemsdepartment has therefore decided to adopt the followingpolicies:
♥ Every division will have a small systemsstaff, but to manageonly current operations. No developmentstaff will be movedout to the divisions.
♥ All development work will be carried out by headquarters☂staff; they will develop a commonset of applications anddatabase structures that will be distributed to the divisions,
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and every request for modifications, or for new functionsspecific
to a division, will be handled by the central developmentstaff.

♥ Theinstallation ofany kind ofdevelopmenttoolon the operating
companies☂ machines will be forbidden. If any operating
companyviolatesthis rule, no support whatsoeverwill be given
to local developments.

Identifying non-compliance

 

The obvious way of ensuring compliance with the technical
architecture is to have an effective internal systems-audit function,
carried out by an audit group separate from the systems
department. This group will report on non-compliance and put
independentpressure on the business managersto conform. This
has proved to be a powerful method of ensuring conformance with
the technical architecture in an Australian bank. Systems audits
are combined with physical inspections. If the auditors issue an
adversereport, the line manageris required to take action.

 

In general, however, it is easier to get compliance to technical
architectures in organisations where the culture encouragesit on
all fronts. This may come from a strongly centralised management
structure, or an authoritarian managementstyle, or from a subtler
system of rewardsfor conformist behaviour. In one company that
haslittle difficulty gaining complianceto the technical architecture,
wewere told that the general creed in the organisation was summed
up by the Japanese proverb,☜the nail that sticks out gets ham-
mered☝.
The commonthread running through the above examplesis the
need to gain understanding throughout the business that con-
formance to the architecture will be of long-term benefit to the
organisation as a whole. In our experience, most business-unit
managers and staff are prepared to make compromises, provided
they havea full understandingofthe potential benefits. This can
be achieved by education and involvement. We believe that these
are moreeffective than prohibition and policing.  
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Appendix
Technical architecture in practice ♥ the experience
of a multinational plastics business
Wavin is a Dutch multinational group with 35 factories in
12 countries and a turnover of F11.8 billion ($900 million). It
operatesin the plastics sector, specialising in extrudedplastic pipe
for construction, agriculture andutilities. It also manufactures
plastic film and packaging, U-PVCextrusions, chemical piping, and
production machineryfor the plastics sector. The companiesin the
group are located in several countries, their operations vary in scale
andthe basic product-development, manufacturing andsalescycles
of the various product lines can be quite different. This poses a
challengefor thosedefiningthe technical architecture. They cannot
simply enforce similar solutions across the companies but must try
to meet individual company needs, while accommodating future
growth both through acquisition in new markets in southern and
eastern Europe, and through the organic growth of the existing
businesses.

Identifying user categories and their requirements
Analysis of the companies in the group indicated that userrequirements shouldbe categorised by business type andscale. Forexample, the extrudedpipe businesses are largely make-for-stockoperations, while the others concentrate on make-to-order. Thismeansthat the customer-servicing requirementsare quite different,as are the timings of the production cycles. The sizes of thecompaniesalso vary. In terms of turnover, they are categorised as☁large☂ and☁small☂, although small businesses mightgrow into largeones. The possibility of acquisitions has to be taken into accountas well.
The differences in size have implications for the complexity of theapplicationssolutionsand alsofor thelevel ofintegration needed.For example, smaller companiestypically operate in smaller and
☜more volatile markets. It is morecritical for them to have accessto current stock data, for example, than (say) complex integratedplanning methods.
In practice, five user categories were identified for the purposes ofthe technical architecture (see Figure A.1). Specific user require-ments were defined for such aspectsas:
♥ Levelof integration of functions, such as production planning,

financial accounting, stock control, sales order processing andso on.
♥ Userinterfaces.
♥ Transaction volumes.
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Figure A.1 Users at Wavin fall into five categories

Users with a Needfor highneed for levels ofimproved integrationLarge customerlinks acrossand high businesstransaction functionsrates
Size of business

Less complex Needfor high Self-contained
needs;need for levels of businesses,Small scalability and integration with a need for
simple, cost- across flexibilityeffective businessIT platforms functions

Make-for-stock Low-margin High-marginbusinesses make-to-order make-to-orderbusinesses businesses

Type of business  
 

♥ Cross-business data aggregation. (Using Peter Keen☂s ☁reach☂
and ☁range☂ concepts, the level of integration (reach) needed
between businesses is moderate, but the range needs are
significant. The implication is that EDI-style links will suffice
to meet the needsof the strategic business units.)

Defining IT platform requirements
There was a broad set of management requirements, equivalent
to our systems managementprinciples, driving the IT platform
requirements. Specifically, these were concerned with:
♥ Providing appropriately scaled hardware, by company.
♥ Providingfast delivery of systemsfor specific business problems.
♥ Delivering simple, low-cost systems for smaller businesses.
♥ Establishing standards for data to ensure efficient com-

munications and consistent business management.
♥ Containing systems costs by optimising hardware con-

figurations and making the best useof alternative sources of
supply.

In the case ofWavin, these kinds ofmanagement requirementsled
to serious consideration ofhow packagedsolutions could be deployed
as the core of the systems strategy, given that they appeared to
provide a path to rapid implementation for the smaller businesses.
This question was complicated by the existing infrastructure,
however, which was based on five IBM mainframe computers
located in five countries and linked by a private network ♥ not a
hardware environment conducive to packages for smaller
businesses. On the other hand,access by users to the systems was
satisfactory, supported by the network and a combination of PCs
and terminals throughout the group.
In short, the platform decision was dominated by the installed
mainframe investment and the needto evolve to a more diverse
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architecture that would provide the ability to exploit packages,
support common solutions within categories of businesses, and
provide scalability in support of organic growth and acquisition.

Choosingthe preferred solution
Thecost-containment andscalability requirements suggestedthat,
as a first step, there should be a shift towards minicomputers and
some consolidation of the mainframe operations (computer
processing was the main cost driver for the group☂s systems
expenditure). The scenarios were developed on this principle, and
represented a range varying from mainframeonly to minicomputer
only. The intermediate options were a mixture ofthe two. Specific
products considered at this level of analysis were the IBM range
ofmainframes and mid-range computers, and the operating systems
choices associated with these. Unix was considered as a cost-
effective approach for the smaller companies.

Migrating to the new architecture
The decision was madeto progress rapidly towards a minicomputer-
based architecture relying on Unix. Cost and scalability were the
primary motives. New developmentis largely concentrated on this
platform. Migration plans were drawn up showingthedirections
and timings of the changes, and working parties were set up to
consider the detailed implications for the organisation and the
existing data centres and to work on the data standards. Although
consolidation of the mainframecentres wasinitially considered,itprovedpossible to reduceconsiderably the costsofall the existing
installations ♥ in one case, by purchasing the mainframefor a
nominalprice, in anotherby replacing it with the latest air-cooled
model. The mainframeswill remain in place for some time.
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The Butler Cox Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundation is a service for senior
managersresponsible for information management
in major enterprises. It provides insight and
guidance to help them to manage information
systems and technology moreeffectively for the
benefit of their organisations.
The Foundation carries out a programmeof
syndicated research that focuses on the business
implications of information systems, and on the
managementof the information systems function,
rather than on the technology itself. It distributes
arange of publications to its membersthat includes
research reports, management summaries,directors☂
briefings and position papers. It also arranges
events at which members can meet and exchange
views, such as conferences, managementbriefings,
research reviews, study tours and specialist forums.
The Butler Cox Foundation is oneof the services
provided by CSC Index. CSC Index is an
international consulting group specialising in
information technology, organisational develop-
ment and business reengineering. Its services
include managementconsulting, applied research
and education.
Membership ofthe Foundation
The Foundation is the world☂s leading programme
of its type. The majority of subscribers are large
organisations seeking to exploit to the full the most
recent developments in information technology. The
membership is international, with more than
450 organisations from over 20 countries, drawn
from all sectors of commerce, industry and govern-
ment.This gives the Foundation a unique capability
to identify and communicate☁best practice☂ between
industry sectors, between countries, and between
information technology suppliers and users.

Benefits ofmembership
Thelist of members establishes the Foundation as
the largest and most prestigious ☁club☂ for systems
managers anywhere in the world. Members have
commented on the following benefits:
♥ Thepublicationsare terse, thought-provoking,

informative andeasy to read. They deliver a lot
of messages in a minimum ofprecious reading
time.

♥ The events combineaccessto the world☂s leading
thinkers and practitioners with the opportunity
to meet and exchange views with professional
counterparts from different industries and
countries.
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♥ The Foundation represents a network of

systems practitioners, with the powerto connect
individuals with common concerns.

Combined with the manager☂s owncreativity and
business knowledge, membership ofthe Foundation
contributes to managerial success.
Recent research reports
61 Competitive-Edge Applications: Myths and

Reality
62 Communications Infrastructure for Buildings
63 The Future of the Personal Workstation
64 Managingthe Evolution of Corporate Databases
65 Network Management
66 Marketing the Systems Department
67 Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE)
68 Mobile Communications
69 Software Strategy
70 Electronic Document Management
71 Staffing the Systems Function
72 Managing Multivendor Environments
73 Emerging Technologies: Annual Review for

Managers
74 The Future of System Development Tools
75 Getting Value from Information Technology
76 Systems Security
77 Electronic Marketplaces
78 New Telecommunications Services
79 The Role of Information Technology in Trans-

forming the Business
80 Workstation Networks: A Technology Review for

Managers
81 Managing the Devolution of Systems Responsi-

bilities
82 The Futureof Electronic Mail
83 Managing Technical Architecture
Recent position papers anddirectors☂briefings
The Changing Information Industry:An Investment

Banker☂s View
A Progress Report on New Technologies
Hypertext
1992: An Avoidable Crisis
Managing Information Systems in a Decentralised

Business
Pan-European Communications:

Threats and Opportunities
Information Centres in the 1990s
Open Systems
Computer Support for Cooperative Work
Outsourcing Information Systems Services
IT in a Cold Climate
Object Orientation
Forthcoming research reports
Downsizing♥An Escape from Yesterday☂s Systems
Visual Information Technology
Strategic Alignment
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